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Drop-out rate high for SJSU freshmen
By Jeff Elder
Daily staff writer
More than half of SJSU’s entering freshmen
drop out within five years, and only 27 percent
graduate in that time, according to a study done
by the California State University Chancellor’s
Office.
In comparison, 87 percent of Stanford University’s freshmen and 78 percent of Santa Clara
University’s freshmen graduate in five years,
according to Stanford’s office of the registrar and
Santa Clara’s office of admissions.
Stanford’s average student -to-faculty ratio is
lowest at 10-to-1. Santa Clara’s is next at 13-to- I
and SJSU’s is highest at more than 18 -to-1.
"The single most important factor in retention
(of students) is quality student -to-faculty interaction. Ratio is definitely a factor," said Tom
Boothe, director of California state affairs.
Boothe is one of three CSU students on a task
force designed to study retention, the struggle to

Senate
hopeful
’makes
waves’
By Katarina Jonholt
Daily staff writer
Bill Press, vying for the Democratic nomination for Pete Wilson’s
U.S. Senate seat, presented himself
as a candidate "who wants to make
waves" in a speech yesterday in the
Student Union.
Press referred to his primary opponent. Lt. Gov. Leo McCarthy and
Wilson as "Tweedle Dum and
Tweedle Dum. . . I’m running to
provide the people of California with
some alternative." he said.
A former political commentator
for KAFIC-TV in Los Angeles. Press
spoke with the directness of a news person rather than the long-winded
jargon of a politician. After the 30minute speech, he answered questions from the audience of approxiamtely 50 people.
Press said concern for the environment was what pulled him into politics. He drew applause from the
crowd when he said. "My first piece
of legislation will he to make the entire California coastline an ocean
sanctuary."
Off-shore oil drilling should be
outlawed not only because the coastline is "too beautiful" but also because "it’s about time we stopped
depending on fossil fuel," said
Press, who lives in a solar house.
A major part of the speech was devoted to blasting the government’s
involvement in Central America.
Press vowed not to support "one
more dollar in military aid for the
Contras. but added that "supporting the peace process also means no
more of this bullshit humanitarian
aid."
With blankets, food and medical
See SENATE page 8

keep students at a university long enough to attain
a degree.
"How do you get people to interact?" Boothe
asked. "How do you get students to trust faculty
members? There’s an apprehension among students about talking to faculty members."
Boothe said he thought Stanford and Santa
Clara’s high graduation rates resulted in part because of good advising and personal support for
students.
SJSU is fifth among the 19 CSU campuses
with a 46 percent "success rate," with 27 percent
graduated and 19 percent still enrolled after five
years. said Philip Garcia, head of Retention Services at the CSU Chancellor’s Office.
Retention Services was created by Chancellor
Ann Reynolds in 1986 to combat the problems of
low graduation and high drop-out rates.
Dr. Bert Rivas, Director of Retention Services, said Tuesday, "We consider student retention to be one of the most critical areas for our

First in the CSU system is California Polytechnic State University at San Luis Obispo with a
success rate of 55 percent, second is Chico State
at 53 percent and Fresno State at 53 percent.
The rates were devised from 1978-83 by
tracking for five years 1,000 students who entered
the universities.
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Extra funds gone
for student groups

Setting his sights

By Mike Lewis
Daily staff writer
Existing student organizations
seeking increased funding for the upcoming year may be out of luck if
the Associated Students doesn’t find
a way to generate income to match
these requests.
ShaRon Lewis, A.S. business affairs director, claims the present rate
of A.S. income is matching their expenses and leaving no room for more
funding.
"We are at a maximum on campus and unless there is an increase in
fees, it will be difficult to increase
funding. Lewis said.
The A.S. currently has a budget of
more than $1 million a year, but receives requests from student organizations for more than $2 million.
"As it is we have to be very selective about who we allocate inones

to, Lew is said.
Campus organizations make annual requests for A.S. funding. The
A.S. then decides which organizations reach the most students and allocate funding to those organizations.
In the past two years students’
clubs have received a total of
539.000.
The Women’s Resource Center
has received the largest chunk of that
money totaling $14,000 and is seeking an additional $14.000 for the upcoming year.
Marge Kintscher, a women’s
studies graduate student and employee of the resource center, feels
the quality of the program may drop
if funding rentains at the same level
"Our quality has increased in the
past two years and our expense,
See FUNDING page 7

Spartan Daily turns
to A.S. for funding

Matthew E Durham
Sean FitinghofT, a sophomore majoring in civil
engineering, uses a transit to survey the area in

S.J. council
proposes ban
on toy guns
Fly Duni Parkin
Daily staff writer
San Jose’s City Council hopes to
ban the sale and manufacturing of
realistic toy weapons in San Jose.
Susan Hammer, councilwoman
representing downtown San Jose including the SJSU campus, recommended the ban at the weekly meeting Tuesday. "Toy weapons in
society have proved to be a menace." she said.
Hammer said the toy weapons are
dangerous to children, disturbing
both their social development and
their physical safety. The toy guns
are also dangerous because they are
easily available to adults for committing crimes, she said.
San Jose Police Chief Joseph McNamara said. It is probable that we
have had ltoy gun) incidents at
SJSU." But he could not be specific
on the incidents.
Hammer said she was prompted to
introduce the legislation after the recent death of u San Francisco youth.
The youngster died when he was
shot by police who mistook his toy
weapon fora real gun.
"We on the city council can do
something to prevent tragedies in our
own city." Hammer said.
"Approximately 20.0(X) people a
year die from fire arms," McNamara said. "We can bring the state

system.
"One of the greatest concerns is the low graduation and retention rate of minorities, especially
Hispanics and blacks," he said.
"Faculty involvement with students is the
key," Rivas said. "Faculty can act as mentors,
and can give feedback to other areas of the university, if they see problems occurring with students."
Establishing faculty as an "early warning system" for students’ problems is a main goal of the
Chancellor’s Office. Rivas said.

Daily staff photographer

front of SJSU’s Student Union for Civil Engineering 008 a class in plane surveying.

By Mike Lewis
Daily staff writer
The Spartan Daily. suffering Inan
budget constraints, is turning to the
Associated Students for funding in
the 1988-89 school year.
The Daily is asking for $44.000
dollars to help cover the anticipated
$111.0(8) in printing costs for the
upcoming year.
According to Spartan Daily business manager Clyde Lawrence. the
request isn’t unusual.
"We ask for money every year.
Last year IRA (Instructionally Related Activities) provided all the
money so we didn’t need A.S. funding." Lawrence said.
"In past years both organizations
have provided money... he added.
Instructionally Related Activites

is a slaw waded organization that
originally was designed to provide
money for college newspapers hut
now provides funding for various
statewide campus programs related
to education.
The Daily is scheduled to make a
funding request to IRA later this
year.
According to Lawrence, it is difficult for the Daily to cover its ov,
expenses through advertising rest.nue like commercial newspapers.
"When we increase the number ut
ads, we have to increase the number
of pages we put out and therefore we
have additional printing costs.’
Lawrence said.
"If there were another way to sell
the Daily we wouldn’t need the
5. DAILY" page

Engineering project receives lab equipment
neering building, said James Freeman, chairman
By Kant Myers
of the electrical engineering department. The new
Daily staff writer
IBM and two other companies. Stratus Com- building was constructed to house the growing
puter and Qronos Technology, will donate man- number of students and the new programs offered
ufacturing equipment to SJSU’s School of Engi- by the School of Engineering.
The IBM equipment includes material for
neering to help equip labs in the new engineering
computer design. fabrication and characterization
building.
IBM will donate 1 I pieces of semiconductor of integrated circuits, diffusion furnaces, sputtermanufacturing equipment valued originally at ing machinery and a vacuum system used to create air-free research environments.
$218,000.
Sputtering is a method of coating semionducStratus Computer and Qronos Technology are
jointly donating computer processing equipment tors with microscopically thin layers of elktrical
and associated equipment and software valued at conducting material.
Semiconductors are electronic chips which
more than $900,000. according to Jay Pinson.
conduct current. They are used in computer-type
dean of the School of Engineering.
The donations are just two of 15 to 20 gifts technology, such as systems found in many highfrom technology firms to help equip the new engi- tech devices in modern cars. Pinson said.
Tom MeEnery
. . mayor of San Jose
and country back to its senses with
this."
McNamara said, "If we can avoid
even one of those tragic accidents
where a life is taken, this legislation
is justified."
The other great value. explained
McNamara. is symbolic. "This isn’t
the kind of play that is appropriate
for children. Disagreements should
not be handled by violence or acts of
war," he said.
San Jose Mayor Tom McEnery
said. "This is definitely something
we should act on. but it’s ironic that
they still sell uzis to anyone over
18."
Hammer said her intent "is to stop
it at the source." She said there
See GUN page 8

The donations from I IINI will be incorporated
into a center for electronic devices and materials.
a group of five laboratories in the new building.
The former fabrication lab was dismantled because it had become obsolete. Freeman said.
The equipment from Stratus and Qronos will
he used in a new computer aided productivity center in which computers help with solving problems of manufacturing and development of electmnic materials. Pinson said.
The new lab equipment will be installed in
August after completion of the building. Freeman
said.
IBM is a major partner in the $40 million Project 88 alliance between MU and private enterprise.

Inventor speaks on Gaia Hypothesis
By Katarina Jonholt
Daily staff writer
British scientist and inventor James Lovelock. who
pioneered the idea of viewing the earth as a living organism, will be speaking at 3 p.m. Friday in Morris Daily
Auditorium.
Lovelock will present an update on his "Gaia Hypothesis," which he first presented in a 1969 meeting
about the origins of life in Princeton. N.J.
The essence of his theory is that "life actively regulates the environment and keeps conditions on a level
that is good for life," said Kenneth Mackay, professor of
meteorology.
In his book, "Gala. A New Look at Life on Earth,"
Lovelock said the hypothesis is an alternative to the "depressing picture of our planet as a demented spaceship.
forever traveling driverless and purposeless around an

inner circle of the sun.’’
He is "saying what the Native Americans and several others have been saying for thousands of years." but
with a scientific angle. MacKay said.
Combined efforts of the meteorology, cybernetics
and biology departments brought the presentation to
campus. Lovelock will address students in two science
classes, taught by Mackay and Wanna Pitts, professor of
biology.
Lovelock, who lives in Wales. visited SJSU last year
and spends a lot of time in the Bay area because of a contract with Hewlett-Packard. The company pays him a flat
rate every year in exchange for the privilege of marketing his inventions. Mackay said.
See SPEAKER page 8

Finances blamed
for ethnic drop
By Joe S. Kappia
Daily staff writer
Ismael Dieppa. dean of Social Work, has said that financial dilemma is responsible for
the decrease in the enrollment
of ethnic minority students in
universities throughout the
country.
He said that as the financial
resources decrease for these
tudonts. so does their enroll See ETHNIC’ page 8
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Hate continues
to haunt society
Twenty years ago the Kerner Commissitm re
ported the findings of its research to President Johnson. The report warned that the country was "moving toward two societies, one Hack, one white
separate and unequal." The words have become
prophecy.
Despite 24 years of legal equality, the median
income of blacks today is just 57 percent that of
whites. And in 1983, 46 percent of black children
under the age of 18 lived in families with an income
below the poverty level.
And yet there have been changes, almost 3(X)
cities have black mayors. The percentage of blacks
earning more than
S35,000 a year in
constant dollars rose
from 15.7 percent in
1970 to 21.2 percent
in 1986 according to
the New York Times.
This separation is
not a crisis of intellect but a crisis ot circumstance.
These are only
statistics against a violent racist backdrop
Dani
that is infecting our
Parkin
youth and continuing
to wear away the fabric of our society. Their fathers wore sheets, they
shave their heads.
Many ot the "skinheads". youths who display
their baldness as 1 sinhol of their white supremacy
beliefs, were not o C11 horn when the Civil Rights
Act of 1964 was pa...ed. And yet their acts of racial
violence are echoes tit times earlier in our country
when lynchings occurred and ignorance reigned.
In addition to the terror inflicted by this new
breed of Nazi, the cycle of poverty keeps populations of black children from rising above the status
of their parents.
The cycle raises and restricts children to drug
infested poor schools where they drop out for their
own safety or become teen-age pregnancy statistics. It is an environment dominated by the hardcore unemployed, where the drug dealer is the respected community figure. And they are trapped by
their lack of education and bear children to live in
the same circumstances.
One has to wonder what keeps these two cycles
going.
What is it in our humanity which allows us to
hate so viciously that which we are not?
And what allow s us to mire ourselves in a desparate poverty that destroys both the lives of our
children and oursels es!
And are the two questions linked like pit bulls
in a death lock?
The Kerner commission made many recommendations when it issued its report 20 years ago.
Few have been realized. Johnson ordered the investigation to find the causes of the race riots. And
hopefully dicover a cure. It has yet to anise.
And though we aren’t having the huge riots of
the 1960’s, protest continues.
At University of Massachuetts 20(1 minority
students protested racial incidents on campus. They
occupied a school building for 5 days until their demands were met .
The problems of 20 years ago have not been
solved. The basic tennets of equal rights have not
been seen.
Legal and social harriers have been discarded.
But the barriers of poverty remain intact and binding to a large segment of the black population.
While unemployment statistics have dropped to
close to five percent for the white population they
hover at 13.5 percent for blacks. And that is combined with the decline in the percentage of black
high school graduates going to college. It dropped
from 34 percent in 1976 to 26 percent today. And
only 42 percent of those attending college will finish. according to statistics
The Kerner Commission blamed "white racism’’ for the condition of blacks in 1968. It said the
trend toward separate and unequal would have to
include a change in the attitudes of the white population.
And yet we have Tawana Brawley. 16. She was
found smeared with excrement, with racial slurs/
written across her breasts, stuffed in a plastic garbage hag. She was alive and whispered to a black
policeman at the hospital. "white cop.
And we have an SJSU instructor who was assuited last fall by "skinheads" in our own neighborhood.
The problems of 20 years ago remain with us.
Haunting us. They won’t go away until we as a society realize we have to grow up.
We cannot allow our country to he split into two
separate worlds. It is time to build upon the promise
both black and white. We can only
of our youth
do this on a foundation of complete condemnation
would
create this atmosphere of fear
of those who
200 years is enough.
and hale
Racist acts should he punished with the severity
of rape. both involve the defilement of human sanctity, both strip dignity from human life.
The Kerner commission report has aged in the
Walquist library, but its findings and recommendations should not age in our hearts.
We should strive to accomplish an America that
pulls the mired from poverty and destroys the ugli. ness that would have them there.

Letters to the Editor
ROTC creates killers
Editor,
John Leatherman and other proROTC correspondents make very
persuasive arguments if you accept
their basic premise. They have obviously swallowed the culture’s propaganda. That it’s OK and even honorable to spend your life and your
country’s wealth in war preparations. They have been brainwashed
into believing that they should die if
their country requires it.
Let’s not smokescreen the real
purpose of the ROTC with platitudes
about honor and integrity. Let’s be
honest. The real purpose of military
training is preparation for killing
other people. The real purpose of
military training is to provide leaders
who are skilled at inducing subordinates to kill other people. John believes that private sector training officers
form
some
kind
of
intellectual/ethical elite. All they become are more effective leaders of
killing forces.
Should people lay off the ROTC?
Absolutely. It’s too dangerous now
for an ROTC -less world. Should
we accept that there must always be
an ROTC? Absolutely not.
People have told me that I’m
naive for believing that it’s possible
to envision a world without war preparation. I always tell them that warfare has been the choice of nation
states for 10,(XX) years as the way to
ensure national security. History
shows us the track record of this solution: thousands of wars; millions
killed: untold suffering. Each time
the rhetoric is the same. We must
have a strong military to be secure. I
ask, who is being naive?
So lety’s lay off the ROTC.
Sadly, we still need them, But let’s
also make alternative preaceful solutions as visible on campus as the
ROTC has been. One way, is for students, faculty and staff to join the
campus SANE/FREEZE organization, which advocates bilateral nuclear disarmament, no Strategic Defense
Initiative,
and
peaceful
resolution of Third World conflicts.
Jerry T. Lawler
(;raduate Student
Psychology

Daily serves students
Editor,
Bruce Gutman, in his letter to the
editor in the Feb. 25 issue, makes
false assumptions about the first ammendmeni and propaganda. He
states. "The Daily is not designed as
a echile for printing your, my or
anyone else’s propaganda."
In my opinion, the Daily should
he the student’s pathway to campus
political, social, and intellectual
ideas and events. You Mr. Gutman,
have told us that Dung Hu Flung’s
letter is essentially propaganda. A
working definition of propaganda; is
one set of ideas given as fact, and
printed to the exclusion of dissenting
opinions and or facts. Dung Hu
Flung’s letter is propaganda and vilates First Ammendment rights?
If anything, your letter denies the
tennants of the First Ammendment
theory. Thomas Jefferson (this is
available in the Jefferson Papers) believed that in order for a constitutional democracy to exsist, the people as a whole must have complete
access to all ideas and arguements.
Dung Hu Flung was stating an opinion, NOT creating propaganda centered around denying readers access
to other ideas.
The Spartan Daily should be an
open forum for every viewpoint and
idea in order to satisfy the 1st Ammendment requirement, to allow

people access to every idea. If this
means a "20 volume set", have at
it.
Lessly Wikle
Sophmore
Env. Studies

Not banned yet
Editor,
So. skateboarding is going to be
illegal. What else is new? It seems to
me it’s been that way for a long
time. Throughout this year and last,
myself and my friends have been
told repeatedly that skating is illegal.
Who tells us this? The University
Police Department, of course.
We’ve been told we can’t skate, that
we destroy state property and that we
pose a hazard to others and ourselves. We’ve been told to walk off
campus with an added threat of having our boards confiscated if we returned. We’ve even had our names
and ID’s taken down and called in,
just to make sure we were not criminals. All of this for skating. And it’s
not one isolated incident, it’s a constant hassle.
Now wait a minute, it’s not
banned yet, right? I’m not sure anyone has told the police this. It seems
the UPD has decided to enforce its
own non-existing law. Is that legal?
We’ve never run from the officers, but we might have to start.
We’re not criminals and we’re tired
of being treated like such. Skateboarding is not a crime.
Steve McAllister
Freshman
Business Management

Let’s progress
Editor.
I am sickened by Debbie Krumwiede’s comments (Feb. 29) that
"homosexuals just aren’t accepted
by normal sororities mainly because
you don’t want them to friends in
it would cause a chain reaction."
Krumwiede clearly has the right to
express her opinion: that is not what
bothers me. It strikes me that in 1988
not many university students would
publicly announce a similar fear of
allowing blacks or Jews to join in
their organizations. Yet, such heterosexist comments as Krumwiede’s
are widely tolerated.
This all reminds me of the time
my father was out searching for student housing after World War II. and
had a door slammed in his face, accompanied by the statement: "We
don’t rent to Jews here." Haven’t
we progressed at all?
Mirlan Biegun
Senior
Child Development

Not their babysitters
Editor,
I am a Spartan Pub employee and
was on duty the night of the Frank
Joseph concert.
I would like to clear the air about
the problems of that evening. Most
of the people that evening handled
themselves appropriately, with the
exception of two fraternities that
chose to ruin thc evening. Things
were fine while UPD was at the Pub.
But when the officer left to go off
duty, and before the next officer arrived, all hell broke loose.
Fraternities are constantly griping
about unfair treatment, but when
they can’t behave themselves in public (i.e. fighting, throwing salt and
pepper shakers out the door), what
are others suppose to think. I have
friends in the fraternity system and
the actions of the fraternities involved was appalling. Why do these
people have to ruin things for the
masses?

The concert was cut short because
of the actions EN and EAE. I’d like
to say to those people, if you can’t
handle yourselves appropiately.
please go elsewhere and let the rest
of us enjoy ourselves. We shouldn’t
have to baby-sit you.
Joyce Mills
Junior
Interior design/art

Daily does its best
Editor.
In response to an editorial letter on
Feb. 29, 1988, Ms. Patricia Kelley
criticized the Spartan Daily. She remarked that the Daily is of grade or
high-school quality because of typographical errors and misspellings:
hence the Daily is not of CSU quality and not worthy of publication.
I have just a few remarks of my
own for Ms. Kelley: 11 The Spartan
Daily is run by students, for the students of SJSU, who like other students have their school schedules to
tend to. not to mention deadlines for
the Daily. 2) If you want to start criticizing newspapers with regard to
their spelling, typographical errors.
or just incorrect information, go
after all the papers (i.e. there are
more errors in the Feb. 29 Mercury
News than I could count naked). 31
The Daily is a public paper and nobody is forcing you to read it, there
fore, if you can’t stand -it don’t read
it, 4) We ALL make mistakes, even
you Ms. Kelley. Spartan Daily writers, staff, editors and reporters keep
up the good work.
Keith W. Perrault
Freshman
Sociology

Missed the point
Editor.l
find it quite aggravating

that
Leonita N. Pancho spent so much
time calling one sentence in my last
letter "ridiculous." while she failed
to mention the more important points
of my letter. One of the more important points was that there was already plenty of coverage of the
Chinese New Year in the Mercury
and on television. The Daily staff
may have felt that the story was already covered, and to cover it further
would have been overkill. Also, you
failed to mention another one of my
important points which was that the
paper is working with limited space.
The Daily is not nearly as large as
the Mercury and other local papers.
so the staff does not have enough
room to write an article on every religious or ethnic activity. If they did,
there wouldn’t be room for anything
else in the paper. All holidays are
worthy, but that doesn’t necessarily
mean they need to be covered in the
Daily.
Bruce Gutman
Freshman
Drama

Take the right step
Editor.
I want to express my gladness that
the issue of walking on the grass was
raised last Tuesday.
As students, we have to remember
that for this campus to remain beautiful, we all have to do our part. The
easiest step we can take is to not step
on the grass.
There are trails being formed
across many grassy areas of campus.
We should remember to stay on the
pavement, so the scenic element of
this school will be preserved.
Ask any groundskeeper what the
worst source of damage to this
school is, they will tell you it is the
students’ uncaring attitude.
Susan Lisette
Junior
Business

Doomsday stalked the nation that formerly had
dominated the world’s economy. No, Armathe day that
gedon was not upon them
many Christian fundamentalists awaited with eager
anticipation. Instead it was the dreaded decline of
the American empire.
While numerous pessimists predicted it, many
chose to ignore the fateful disaster that blanketed
the nation, immobilizing finance like an arthritic
hound, weakened by old age.
Who would have thought that such a prosperous
nation with seemingly unending resources could
plummet into the realm of non -productivity? Certainly not the United States citizens. They were
jolted into a state of frenzy when the U.S. dollar
was deemed worthless.
Anarchy swept the nation as hordes of angry
crowds gathered to plan their attack on the nation’s
rich. Robin Hood -like characters stood atop podiums delivering their messages of "righteous
anger."
"The poor are being exploited by the rich,- the
speakers lamented. "And what are you going to do
about it?
"Children starve in the streets while a select
few keep what is left of this nation’s wealth. Are
you going to let them get away with this?"
The crowd chanted softly at first, then bellowed
their hatred in a roar: "Take from the rich, give to
the poor." Over and over they chanted until their
faces were red with fury.
They took up rifles, guns and pipes, then
headed up the Los Altos hills, where there were individuals left whocould still afford to buy a loaf of
bread, which had recently risen to $400,000.
Jonathon and his family were one of those
households. He had predicted hard times for
America and saved very carefully all of his
life, while others bought BMW’s, catamarans, and
VCR’s.
He was ridiculed by many for being frugal. But
it was his careful use of resources that enabled his
family to survive.
Looking out the window, he was pondering the
fate of America when he noticed a stream of moving torches winding up the hill. A painful chill
moved up his spine as he realized what was about to
happen. His wife, noticing the panicked look on his
face, lunged to the window to see what had frightened him. She stumbled back in a frenzied state of
denial, then bolted toward the children’s room.
Jonathon quickly rushed to the phone and dialed
911 and then remembered that the police walked off
their jobs when the government couldn’t afford to
pay them anymore.
The looters were near the top of the hill, he
could almost see their loathsome faces.
Using the last of his strength, he pushed bookcases, chairs, and anything else he could find, in
front of the doors and windows.
But it was no use, he was fighting a battle
against desperate people who were beyond reasoning with. The door toppled with ease as the expressionless thieves pushed their way in. They took
their food and bei..ngings before slaughtering Jonathon and his fantily. leaving the house in total disarray.
This happt .across America until the looters
destroyed the remaining wealth and then starved
after leaving the country empty and barren.
America, this is your destiny.
Wake up
You’re not the young. bright-eyed, idealistic nation
that you once were at birth. Your resources are drying up and your people are becoming sluggish and
indolent.
You thought Russia was your enemy, while
turning your back on Japan and South Korea, the
two increasingly prosperous nations that are about
to surge to the top of the economic hill.
Not long ago it seemed unthinkable that a nation, full of bite and spirit, could be on the decline.
It will be a decline that many Americans will
learn a very hitter lesson from.
Julie Rogers is the News Editor, Artist’s
Rendering appears every Wednesday.

Forum Policy
The Spartan Daily would like to hear
from you our readers.
Your ideas, comments, criticisms and
suggestions are encouraged. We feel that
by listening to our readers we can better
serve the campus community. We urge
our readers to comment on articles, letters
and ideas that appear in this newspaper, as
well as commenting on overall campus issues. However, personal attacks and letters in poor taste will not be published, nor
will anonymous letters be accepted.
All letters may be edited for length or
libel, as well as obvious style errors, and
the Daily reserves the right to limit the
number of letters on a given topic after a
sufficient amount of comment has appeared.
Letters must bear the writer’s name,
major, phone number and class level.
Deliver letters to the Daily office on
the second floor of Dwight Bentel Hall or
to the Student Union information desk.
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Arts education week teaches students
By Laura NI. Lukas
Daily statt writer
Arts Education Week is in full
swing at SJSU.
The event, hosted by the School
of Humanities and the Arts in conjunction with the Fine Arts Commission of San Jose, is a series of
workshops open to students. The
program on campus is geared toward
the youth of the San Jose community.
We sent Out announcements to
public schools in October," said
Adrienne Kraut, art professor and
campus event coordinator. "Students can come on campus and
watch."
Professors from both the an and
industrial studies departments will
open the doors to their projects on
Wednesday and Thursday to allow
the kids to watch and learn.
Projects range from printmaking
to bronze casting, and depending on
what time you have available. you

Calendar of Events
W EDN ES DA Y
Printmaking
Intaglio
Demonstration by Jeff Biw,v man,
12:30 to 3 p.m., An Building,
Room 309.
Printmaking
Silkscreen
Demonstration by Erin Goodw in Guerrero, I 1:30 a.m.. An Building. Room 301.
Ceramics
Demonstration
by David Middlebrook, 12:30 to
3 p.m., Industrial Studies. Room
235.
THURSDAY
Printmaking Lithography
Demonstration
by
Patrick
Surgalski. 8 to 10 a.m., Art
Building, Room 307.
an attend a demonstration, too.
Even though the event is geared
toward high school students, Kraut

Papermaking
Demonstra
(ion by Leroy Parker. 8 to 10
a.m., Art Building. Room 306.
Textile Printing Demonstration by Lynn Mauser-Bain. It
to 10 a.m., Industrial Studies.
Room 226.
Bronze Casting
actual
pouring by Paul Kubick. II ant
to noon and 1 to 2 p.m. at the
foundry. 1036 S. Fifth St.
Weaving
Demonstration
by Consuello Underwood, noon
to 2 p.m., Industrial Studies.
Room 226.
Freeblown Glass
Demon
stration by Mary White. 10 to I I
a.m.. Industrial Studies. Room
237.
said SJSU students are more than
welcome to watch and learn.
"All the demonstrations are at dif-

Real estate company blames
too many TV ads for failure

ieteni imies,’ said Kraut.
dents who miss one demonsuatmn
can catch another one later in the
day.
Arts Education Week is by no
means a small project and is not confined to the SJSU campus.
Patty Henry, a volunteer who runs
workshops
off
campus,
says
"Nearly 2.400 kids are bused in"
from different elementary and high
schools in Sun Jose.
"I offer five workshops on differm subjects
that’s
125
workshops," Henry said. "It’s hectic, especially w ith so many k ids."
Henry’s classes are taught by
trained art education students and
promising high school senior art students. Her demonstration classes include papermaking in which she uses
lint from industrial dryers, drawing
of the human skull, and stick sculpture.
’It’s really fun for the kids to he
creatiY e.’’ she said.

WESTLAKE
VILLAGE.
Calif. (API Get -rich -quick real
estate hawker, Tony Hoffman
blames his cotnpany’s failure on
buying too much TV time, not on
the effectiveness of his land -buying methods.
On his nightly investment talk
show,
"Everybody’s
Money
Matters." Hoffman often said:
"In a democracy, after birth.
death is inevitable. Everything
else is negotiable."
National Superstar, the finn
Hoffman headed, struggled to reorganize during bankruptcy proceedings, went out of business
last month, and is now being liquidated voluntarily under Chapter
7 of the U.S. Bankruptcy Code.
Before filing for bankruptcy.
court records show Hoffman col -

!wed a $363,000 annual salary
from the company even while it
was losing nwney.
His salary was cut to S6.000 a
month, or $72.000 a year. by a
bankruptcy analyst in the U.S.
Trustee’s Office shortly after the
company filed for Chapter I I
protection. In January. it was cut
again to $.3.(100 a month.
At his peak in 1986, Holtman
was one of television’s bestknown get -rich -quick promoters.
Appearing on cable television late
at night. Hoffinan and others
pitched their books and ea...cites.
which taught methods of low investment buying and quick sales
to realize a profit.
Hoffman was proud of his Salvador Dalt paintings and a collection of automobiles.
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SpartaGuide
A
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar
for SJSU student, faculty and staff
organkations. Items Illa y be sub
mined on JOrms in the Daily office,
Dwight Bentel Hall Room 208. but
will not be accepted over the phone.
The deadline lin- the nest day’s
paper is noorr

TODAY
Intramural Sports: Two-a -side volleyball sign-ups through Friday. It
a.m.-5 p.m., Monday -Friday at the
Leisure Services Office. Call 9245962 for information.
SJSU Ski Club: Sign-up for March
25 -April 2 Sun Valley ski trip, table
in front of Student Union, spaces are
limited. Call 268-5633 for information.
Asian
American
Christian
Fellowship: Weekly meeting. 7
Room.
For
p.m., S.U. Costanoan
information, call 997-7808.
Program:
Re-entry
Advisory
Brown hag lunch, guest speaker Jane
Boyd on "Time Management,’
noon -1:30 p.m., Administration
Building Room 223. For information. call 924-5930.
AIESEC: General meeting, 6:30
p.m., S.U. Almaden Room Call
924-6260 for information.
Circle K: Club meeting, 3:30 p.m..
S.U. Pacheco Room. Call 268-4705
for information

Career Planning and Placement
Center: Summer and Co-op Job
Fair; meet with more than 100 employers and obtain a summer or coop job. 10 a.m.-3 p.m., S.U. Ballroom. Call 924-6033 for information.
Eddie Mello Fan Club: New members meeting, 3:30 p.m., Alpha Tau
Omega, corner of Eighth and Reed
streets. Call 279-3645 for information.
Campus Ministry: Bible Study.
Noon- I p.m.. S.11. Pacheco Room.
Call 29K-0204 for information.
National Press Photographers Association: Sam Forencich will speak
and show his work. 7:30 p.m., S.U.
Associated Students chambers. Call
924-3280 after 5 p.m. for information.
Faculty Booktalks: Professor Martin Hellman of Stanford University
will discuss the book "Breakthrough," 12:30 p.m., University
Club. Eighth and San Salvador
streets. Call 924-5500 for information.
Catholic Newman Community:
Daily Mass, 5 p.m.. Campus Ministry Center Chapel. 300 S. 10th St.
Call 298-0204 for information.
B/PAA (Bussiness/Professional Advertising Association): Marshall
Raines and Tom Jordan will talk

Fergie and Andrew tour
in Southern California
the British Academy of Film and TeleLOS ANGELES LAI’,
duke and duchess of York, at mid- vision Arts at the Bel Age Hotel in
point of their California visit, meet West Hollywood.
with representatives of the British
On Monday. the couple awoke
wing of Hollywood today during a
round of stops that includes a film aboard the 416-foot royal yacht Bristudio visit and a trip to a trendy tannia beneath typically British gray
skies with rain stalking their motordisco.
Prince Andrew and his pregnant cade to a museum, department store
wife. Sarah. have already mingled and a supermarket.
with celebrities from film and teleThe royal couple assumed their
vision during the first four days of Andy and Fergie personas at the
their visit.
Vons Pavilions supermarket in subThey have been greeted by fa- urban Arcadia. where the duchess
mous faces that included Roger tasted ice cream, turned up her nose
Moore of James Bond fame. Joan at a corn dog and tried her hand at
Collins. the wicked queen of the cake decorating.
"Dynasty" dynasty. and Michael
York. a Shakespearean actor who laAfter a half-hour tour of the hi tely has trod the hoards on "Knots tech market, the couple delighted
Landing."
some 300 screaming and cheering
Tuesday. Andrew and Sarah took Anglophiles by departing from their
a tour of Showscan, a movie special schedule for a "walkabout" through
effects studio in suburban Cul% er the crowd.
City. Later, they met with British
The duchess accepted several bouOscar winners at the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences in quets of flowers from teen-age girls.
one of whom held aloft her vanity liBeverly Hills.
Finishing out their round of enter- cense plate reading: "FERGI WEL"
taining the entertainment commu- which she said stood for "Fergie
nity. they attended a lunch for the Want -to -Be.’

about their careers in advertising.
5:30 p.m., MacQuarrie Hall Room
438. Call 289-8327 for information.
San Jose State Forerunners: Bible
Study Meeting, 7:30 p.m.. S.U.
Guadalupe Room: Call 998-1395 for
information,
MECH A (Chicano/Latino Student
Organization): General Body Meeting. 5:30 p.m., Chicano Library Resource Center. Wahlquist Library
North Room 307. Call 298-2531 for
information
THURSDAY
Department of Mathematics and
Computer Sciences: Colloquium on
"Toward a Theory of Information."
4 p.m., Duncan Hall Room 416.
Call 924-5 120 for information.
Amnesty International: Meeting, 7
p.m.. Art Building Room 139, Call
277-8228 for information.
Campus Ministry: Personal Growth
Group The Road Less Traveled.
7-8:30 p.m., Campus Ministry Center, 10th and San Carlos streets, Call
298-02114 for information.
FRIDAY
Career Planning and Placement
Center: Lecture and discussion ses
sion on resumes. 12:30 p.m.. S
Almaden Room. Co-op Orientation.

(UCPS 509-480)
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2:30 p.m.. S.U. Costanoan Rooiim
Call 924-6033 for information.
Program:
Advisory
Re-entry
Drop-in support group. 2-3:30 p.m..
S.U. Pacheco room. For information
call 924-5930.
Free modern dance performance:
Presented by A.S. Program Board,
noon. S.U. Upper Pad. For information call 924-6260.
India Students Association: General meeting. 4-6 p.m.. S.U. Costanoan room. For information call
426-0420.
History Department: Representatives from the Army War College
present "What is American Military
noon. Dudley Moorehead
Policy
Hall Room 348. For information
contact Dr. Boll.
Vovinam Viet Vo Dao: Regular
practice session. 5:30-6:45
Spartan Complex Room 209. For information call 972-0762.
Gay and I.esbian Alliance: Visiting
the Anne Frank Exhibit. 4:30 p III
in S.U. Almaden Room or 5
the San Jose Museum of Art. For information call 263- 23 I 2.
Catholic Newman (’ommunity:
Daily Mass. 5 p.m., Chapel. Campus Ministry Center. 300 S. 10th St.
Call 298-0204 for information
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Men’s tennis squad hands
St. Mary’s College defeat
SPORTS

By Ron Haynes
Daily staff writer
Losses last week to national tennis
powers Stanford and Michigan
didn’t hamper the ability of the SJSU
men’s team to win as displayed by a
9-0 defeat of St. Mary’s on Friday.
Having to adjust to the level of
play of those nationally -ranked
teams aided the Spartans’ improvement and elevated confidence
among teain individuals.
"We played fairly solid after
playing Stanford and Michigan."
coach John Hubbell said. "We
jumped out early and played six
gtxxl sets."
Malcolm Allen defeated Ole Ho.

6-0, 6-0 enabling the Spartan team to
capture all of the singles matches.

felman in straight sets of 6-2, 6-4 to
commence control of the singles.
Roberto Di Giulio needed three sets
to overcome Dean Pouraras by
scores of 6-2, 3-6. and 7-6.
In straight sets, Gavin Macmillan
won over Mike Viani 6-3, 6-1. Paul
Carbone overpowered Mike Sindel
in straight sets also, by 6-0, 6-4
scores.
Gary Peralta downed Mark Trapin
by scores of 6-2. 6-0. Jeff Peterson
defeated Greg Violette by scores of

The Spartans were just as hard to
handle in the doubles. Di Giulio teamed with Tom Sheehan, playing on
an injured ankle, to win 6-3, 6-4
over Hofelman and Pouraras. Allen
and Macmillan took a match from
Sindel and Viani 6-1, 6-1. Carbone
and Jeff Neiman outplayed Trapin
and Greg Kobayshu 6-0, 6-3 to capture the doubles as well.
The defeat of St. Mary’s was a big
boost as the team heads south with a
5-3 record. SJSU was scheduled to
play UCLA Tuesday. The Spartans
will play Pepperdine this afternoon.

Tennis team looks for success
in Southern California matches
By Lisa Walker
Daily staff writer
SJSU’s women’s tennis team will
be striving for success this weekend
when it faces its most "crucial
matches of the year," coach Mary
Visser said.
The team will travel to Southern
California this weekend to play CSU
Long Beach. Cal State Fullerton and
UC-Santa Barbara.
"These games are real important
to us because they’re league
matches," Visser said. She added
that the wins or losses this weekend
determine the team’s standing in the
PCAA.
The trip will he almost non-stop
for the Spartans. They will he driven

to Los Angeles Thursday and play
Thursday through Saturday before
returning Saturday night.
"It (traveling) makes it tough on
the girls, because they have to get in
the van and out the van, and then
play their games," Visser said. "It
makes it tough. but (assistant coach)
Kelly (Simons) and I hope the kids
are going to do well."
Though the team didn’t do well
this past weekend in a three-way
meet in Fresno, it has not broken
their morale.
Visser said that in the game Sunday against Santa Clara, which
ended in a defeat of 6-3, the girls
played better than she has seen them
play at any lime this season

Although the team lost to Santa
Clara University, many of the play cry shined.
Gina Smith won her match in the
number five position of the singles.
Kelly Ryan and Sandra Glass. the
number one doubles team, "had a
nice three-set win. It was a close
match," Visser said.
At the number two doubles position, Pat Vultee and Christy Stuart
won in two sets, and Visser said they
played well together.
Visser said it is just a coincidence
that the Spartans lost to Santa Clara
by the same score earlier this season.
SJSU lost to Nevada -Las Vegas
9-0, while the matches against
Fresno State were rained out.

Oakland A’s sign three players
Spartan track and field team member Sam (’as allero uncoils to put the shot in the men’s competi-

SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. (API
The Oakland Athletics announced
the signing of three players Tuesday,
but the dwindling number of players
without contracts for the coming season included Mark McGwire. the
American League’s 1987 Rookie of
the Year.
Pitchers Eric Plunk and Steve Ontiveros and infielder Mike Gallego
were the latest players agreeing to
terms, all signing one-year contracts.
Sandy Alderson. the team’s general manager, said that any playees
still unsigned by Friday will have
their contracts renewed at the club’s
salary figure. Major league teams
have the right to do that in dealing
with players with less than three

Ron Green DaIy staff photographer
lion at the SJSU Relay’s. ’Hie tournament was held
at South Campus’ Bud W inter Field.

Spartans’ 400-meter relay team
places first at Bud Winter Field
The SJSU track team placed first in the 400-meter
relay as well as the pole vault event in Saturday’s
track meet at SJSI’’s Bud Winter Field.
We were pleased." coach Marshall Clark said.
"It was raining out there, the relay made the whole
team feel good...
The Spartans’ winning team posted a time of 41.8
seconds. The next best was Is an unattached team
who ran the 400 meters in 41.9. Stanford took third
with a time of 42.11.
SJSCs Brian Wicks took first in the pole vault
event, going over the bar at 16 feet. Wicks heat UCBerkeley*. Bill Shepard. who cleared 15 feet.
"We thought i Wicks i would do well." Clark
said. "He’s done 16-feet -K
before.
Freshman \like Williams, also a member of the

winning relay. train, took a second -place finish in the
1(X)-meter dash behind Sacramento State’s Garrett
Moore. SJSUs Troy Brown took third with a time of
11.1 seconds.
SJSU also posted a time of 10:12.8 in the distance
medley. good for a second place finish behind California’s winning time of 10:05.7
The Spartans could not compete in the 880-meter
relay because Demetrius Carter was suffering from a
sore leg follow ing the win in the 400-meter relay.
’Carter had a real sore leg. but it wasn’t a pull.**
Clark said.
The Spartans also took a fourth -place finish in the
two-mile relay.
The Spartans have a duel meet with Fresno State
Saturday at 10 a.m.
Sean Montgomery

New Raiders’ head man
knows a lot is expected
ANtil..1.1.11
Mike and s Shanahan knows a lot is expected of
The Raiders’ record last year it.,
him as coach of the Los Angeles their poorest since 1962, perhaps
Raiders. He says he’s ready to meet prompting Tom Flores to announce
the challenge.
his retirement as head coach on Jan.
"My concern is not really with the 20 at age 50 after nine years on the
. playoffs because my standards are job. His teams were 10-51 in reguhigher than getting into the play- lar -season games.
’: offs." Shanahan said Monday at a
Flores had succeeded John Madnews conference called to introduce
teams were 1113-32-7 in
him as the Raiders’ new head coach. den, whose
and won the Super Bowl
"Our standards are to win world 10 years
following the 1976 season.
championships."
The Raiders are the only AR’
So it would appear the pressure is
team to win a Super Bowl in the on Shanahan, hut he didn’t sound
1980s, having accomplished the feat concerned about that Monday.
following the 1980 and 1983 sea - Rather, he sounded confident.
Sons. But the club has missed the
playoffs the last two years. going 8-8
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Vets Committee
fails to elect single
candidate to Hall
TAMPA, Ha. (AP) No
one
was elected to baseball’s Hall of
Fame Tuesday by the Veterans Committee following a 4 1/2 -hour meeting.
Phil Rizzuto. considered to he the
leading candidate among the oldtimers. was again denied entrance
into the shrine.

pitching coach Dave Duncan announced their pitching plans for the
first four exhibition games, starting
with the March 4 road game against
the Milwaukee Brewers.
Ontiveros. Plunk and Greg Cadaret will work in the first game. Storm
Davis, Rick Honeycutt and Dennis
Eckersley will pitch in the second
game, Bob Welch, Matt Young and
Gary Lavelle will go the next day.
and Dave Stewart, Curt Young and
Gene Nelson in the fourth game.

THE FUTURE IS IN

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
A representative will be on campus
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 9,

1988

to discuss

GRADUATE STUDY

THUNDERBIRD
AMERICAN GRADUATE SCHOOL
OF INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT
GLENDALE, ARIZONA 85306

Interviews may be scheduled at
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT CENTER

THE BROTHERS OF
KAPPA SIGMA
Congratulate Their
Spring 1988 Pledge Class
Derek Glenn Anderson
Paul Eric Bockoven
Charles Brian Chu
Michael Alan Congress
Thomas Anthony Desiano

r

Rafael Alex Lopez
Brian Maurice Lucid
Joseph John Novotny
_Nark Donald Simpson
Matthew Alan Thompson

"Brothers Teaching Brothers"

$2000

Ski

Per Day

heavenly
With This Coupon
and Your Valid College I.D.

Also at

years of big league experience.
McGwire, the A’s starting first
baseman, hit 49 home runs last season. The other unsigned players as
of Tuesday were outfielders Luis PoIonia and Stan Javier and catcher
Terry Steinbach.
The A’s also announced that former big league infielder Lenn Sakata
has been signed as manager of their
Medford. Ore., team in the Class A
Northwest League. a rookie league.
Manager Tony La Russa and

Expires 5 1 88
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Women hoopsters beaten at buzzer
SPORTS
By Kathy White
Daily staff writer

A shot at the hurter cost SJSUs
women’s basketball team a win in
the PCA A Saturday night at UCSanta Barbara.
The final score, 58-56, left the
Spartans with a heartache, said
coach Tina Krah.
"We lost it right at the buzzer,"
Krah said. "It was hard to lose that
way. We played really well."
In the last minute, the Spartans
were down by three. SJSU set up a
three-point shot to try to tie the
game. Pam McNelis was fouled and
sent to the free-throw line where she
hit the front end of the one -and -one,
but failed in her second try.
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Trailing by two now, the Spartans
went to the other end of the court and
fouled the Gauchos sending them to
the line. They also hit just one shot,
again leaving SJSU trailing by three.
"With 20 seconds left, LaTasha
Causey hit a three -pointer and it was
a tie game," Krah said. "We went
down and played some strong defense but it wasn’t enough."
A strong defense didn’t keep UCSanta Barbara from nailing a 20footer with one second remaining to

win by two.
"We played intensely for 40 minutes and it showed; Krah said.
"We had just 19 turnovers, which is
one of our lowest numbers this season."
The locals were led by Causey
with 15 points and center Teddi
Johnson with 14 points.

"Teddi did a fantastic job for us.
With a strong inside game, we had
more offense and it really made a
difference," Krah said. "Causey
and (Joyce) Stewart also had good
games.’
Stewart ended with nine rebounds, five coming on the offensive boards allowing SJSU to put up

second shots.
McNelis had a strong game with
nine assists and six points, said
Krah.
"We just played really strong and
after we played so priorly against
UC-Irvine it was nice to see."
Overall, the Spartans shot 38 percent from the Boor, which was another plus, according to Krah.
Next Saturday SJSU will wrap up
its season with an away game against
Fresno State.
"We’re just looking forward to
next season and a chance to come
back and play a strong season."
Krah said. "We have lots of promise."

IOC wants growth for Winter Games
CALGARY, Alberta (AP)
Olympic officials want to see the Winter Games grow.
"We think the Winter Games can be more important," International Olympic Committee president Juan Antonio Samaranch said Monday.
Sports will be added to the program and bigger cities and regions will replace small resorts as
hosts of the Winter Games. Samaranch and IOC
member Marc Hodler of Switzerland said.
But that doesn’t mean the IOC will try to slip a
third party into what Hodler called "the forced
marriage between ice sports and snow sports."
And Samaranch raised the possibility of stricter
controls over marginal competitors entering
events such as bobsled and luge.
At a news conference the day after the close of
what Samaranch termed "the best Winter Olympics ever," the IOC chief said one of the three
demonstration sports in Calgary would be added
to the medal -sport list for the 1992 Winter Games
in Albertville. France.
"I cannot forecast, but I know the people of
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the Savoy iihe Alpine region around Albert
are very interested in freestyle skiing," Samaranch said.
The other demonstration sports here were
curling and short-track speed skating.
Hodler said a decision on an additional sport
for 1992 probably would be made at the 10C’s executive board meeting in Stockholm in April.
Suggestions have been made that the IOC
might swell the size and
American interest
of the Winter Games by switching indoor sports
such as volleyball or basketball to the wiper. Samaranch, however, said that would vidlate the
Olympic Charter. the IC’s bylaws, which limits
Winter Games sports to whose contested on ice
and snow.
"If they played basketball on ice, maybe." he
said.
Much attention during the Games focused on
athletes such as British ski jumper Eddy Edwards,
who flew less than half the distance covered by
gold -medalist Matti Nykanen hut won the hearts

oil tans. Hie Jatilawan bobsled leant also v..as outclassed on the track but made a public hit by selling T-shirts and sweatshirts on the street of Calgary to meet expenses.
Hodler, president of both the International Ski
Federation and the Association of International
Winter Sports Federations, said there were no
plans for qualification standards or other restrictions on skiing or ski jumping.
"It’s very hard to compare athletes, because
snow conditions and track conditions vary around
the world," he said.
But Samaranch said that some qualifying criteria may he imposed in bobsled and luge.
Samaranch and Hodler said weather was the
only problem in Calgary. High winds and warm
temperatures disrupted the schedule, and Samaranch said the IOC was lucky it had added four
days to the Games. He said the lb -day schedule
adopted for Calgary was likely to remain in effect
for Albertville,
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Explore your career opportunities today!
Ron Green Daily staff

We are a growing luxury hotel
company, an innovator and leader in
the hospitality industry, dedicated
to providing the very best service to
our guests.

photographer

Spartan gymnast Rhonda Long prepares for her dismount

Women gymnasts
break team records
about scores too much. I just think
about what the coaches tell me and
Daily staff writer
SJSU women’s gymnatics not go out and do my best.’
only defeated Seattle Pacific UniveMiller took first place in two of
risty in a dual match on Friday. the the four events, the uneven bars
Spartans broke their school record of (9.30) and the balance beam (9.35).
Freshman Marcee McClelland
l77.) set last year with a collective
turned in score in the 9.0’s for her
team score of 179.05.
"I’m glad we broke the team re- three perlomrances. McClelland’s
ord. " coach Jackie Walker said. 9.15 on the balancing beam put her
-But breaking the record on the un- in second for that event.
Marcee does have problems with
even bars is very satisfying for me."
The Spartans broke the team score the bars, so I took her off and I beon the bars with a recorded 45.05. lieve without the pressure of that
The longest standing record on this event only motivated her for the othevent was 44.75 which was set by ers." Walker said.
"Usually I worry about bars..
the 1985 team.
"Last year we broke every record McClelland said. "This time I didn’t
but the bars." Walker said. "We have to think about them. I would
have been able to turn the bars from like to go hack to the bars this week
a weak event for us into a strong end."
Nikki Hawkins took second in the
one..
SJSU was also able to tie its all- uneven bars right behind Miller with
time team record on the fltxrr exer- a score of 9.2.
Senior Rhonda Long came in third
cise with a score of 45.45.
Freshman Kris% Miller broke a in the all-around competition with a
team record in the all-around compe- collective score of 35.50.
This weekend the Spartans will he
tition by hitting a score of 37.20.
This was Miller’s first full perfor- traveling to Oregon State and
mance since suffering a mid -season Alaska. The road trip to Alaska will
he a homecoming for McClelland.
ankle injury.
"I’m excited about going home
"It is an obvious difference having Kris% back." Walker said. "She and seeing my family and friends,"
broke the school record and if she McClelland said. "I used to think
keeps turning in scores like that she that going to college gymnastics was
like retiring. Now I want to go home
will qualify for the regionals."
"I don’t know about regionals. It and prove to my club team that you
is a goal that’s not impossible." can go onto to college and imMiller said "1 really don’t think prove.’

WANTED:
STUDENTS
WITH CLASS.

We are looking for talented career
oriented individuals prepared to
make a commitment to our guests
and are ready to pursue a rewarding and exciting career with the
Red Lion Inn.

By Jennifer Truman

As a student, you will be joining thousands
of others in the job hunt this spring and
summer. Why not let TIMESAVERS/IPPS
help you explore a variety of employment
opportunities.
CLERICAL
INDUSTRIAL
WORD PROCESSING
Temporary and temporary to permanent
jobs available.

’,TIMESAVERS
South San Jose
Santa Clara/San Jose

SCOTTSDALE. Ariz. (API
Veteran right-hander Rick Reuschel will he on a lighter conditioning program than the rest of
the San Francisco Giants’ pitchers in spring training, with Manager Roger Craig’s approval.
Reuschel, 38, went 5-3 with
the Giants down the stretch last
season, helping them win the National League West title, and had
arthroscopic surgery on both
knees in November. He has doctor’s orders not to do much running during training camp.

"I’m not even telling him to
lose weight," Craig said of the
240-pound pitcher. "Rick always
looks overweight and out of
shape, but he’s . great athlete.
Come October, he’s up among
the league leaders in everything."
Craig added that Reuschel,
who was 13-9 overall last season
with Pittsburgh and San Francisco, probably will not pitch as
many innings (227) as last season. Craig wants to keep all his
starters rested.

Visit our booth of the Job Fair!

SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY

SUMMER

ifir:. amp

365-7777
984-5020

**********************
v- Is your organization
short on funds?
We have the answer for you.
Great America can provide
a unique fund-raising
opportunity by having your
non-profit group or
organization work at the
park weekdays during
Spring Break: March 28 April 1. We will donate
$3.75 per hour PLUS
$5.00 per day for each
member who participates.

Lighter conditioning
program for Reuschel

AND CO-OP

**
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i9es M.nnaBarbv.4 Produclton. ir*

V- If your organization is interested in this fund-raising
kL opportunity, please stop by our booth at the Job Fair
It or call the Great America Personnel Dopanment at
(408) 496-0141.
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Foreigners share feelings
Students from
Taiwan, India
have mixed
perceptions

read and how to write. We don’t
learn how to speak
Despite some negative impressions of SJSV. the2,tudent is still
"try ing to like- it. -Downtown, or
example. doesn’t concern her as
much as it does the other students interviewed.
"The crime rate is good.- she
said. "And I think it’s great to get
Chinese food here."
But that isn’t what I.i-Yinglin
w ants train this country. She came
here to study culture.
What she’s found, howe% er. is a
multicultural atmosphere ss hich she
said makes a bald to distinguish
America ’s i testy le.
"Ii’
iii international culture.1.1-Yinglin said. "i Butt that’s not
the reason I came here. In spite of her disappointments.
she still enjoys picnics, hiking.
mountain climbing and ice skating.
She learned to skate at Fastridge ice
arena in San Jose.
l.i-Yinglin won’t need this skill
when she returns home two years
front now. But her master’s degree
will allow her to he a public librarian
in a "small, growing" country
where "people work harder."
"The personalities of our people
are quite different from yours." she
explained.
Al SJSU. for example, she said
ideas and questions are exchanged
more freely. But sometimes she he
heves it’s better to listen than to
speak in class.
Li-Yinglin also finds Taiwan, and
her home of Hsinchu near
more accessible, because it doesn’t
require a car for transportation.

This is the first at a tico-part woes about the ethnic diverw% at
SJSU. The second part
he in
Tharsday’A Spartan Dili/V
Think. of a country where cricket
is the most popular sport.
Dairy products are luxuries,
women must N eat NCI’S. and one at
the largest cities w ill he changing
owners in nine years.
It’s not one country. hut many.
And all of them exist at SJSU’s International Center on 11th Street.
Six students from India. Pakistan,
Japan. Iran, Hong Kong and Taiwan
were interviewed. According to the
International Student Statistical Report of fall 1987. these countries are
among the 10 most prevalent on
campus.
The other four are China. Indonesia. the Bahama Islands and the RepOblic of South Komi..
The students shared their impressions of SJSC and America: likes.
dislikes, and comparisons to hack
home.
Most of them liked the campus facilities. Each expressed a fear or dislike of downtown San Jose.
All of them are returning home
Wier finishing their education. But
for now they. serve as bridges to
"Your country is very large.** she
worlds we might not otherwise see.
said. ’’ill)is not so convenient as

gcl 1,, in the evening.
I.i-Yinglin. the Indian student also thinks the city’s distances
are inconvenient.
’You can’t shop around properly... he complained. "You have to
go far (from campus).’’
Naroola likes America’s educational system better than India’s. But
he thinks the time spent getting an
education in this country is a disadvantage.
"In India you’ve got to work
harder, he explained. "Here you
can take ci e as and take live or six
years to complete undergraduate
(work)...
Naroola, who received his undergraduate degree in India, said that
college students hack home study at
least 30 hours per week.
Both study and class time, he

said, are enforced. Added to this, 75
percent attendance is mandatory.
In a year and a half. Namola will
return to his home in Nainital, a
northern city near New Delhi. He
plans to use his technical and computer knowledge for his family’s disposable syringe business.
With his education and family
background. his economic status is
above that of the "poorer laborer"
someone, he said, who often survives on bread and salt.
"Dairy products, milk, butter
only the rich can afford them.- he
explained.
And even for those who have
money. Coca Cola and other western
commodities are unav ailahle, he
said.
Hut for now in America, the Coke
is flowing and Naniola is happy.

Curineet Naroula studies for his classes

our COUtliry

’Nancy
lk.grer goal:
master’s in lihrar and informational science. Home countr: Taiwan.
When Li-Yinglin came to SJSU
six months ago. she didn’t find what
she expected.
"I was a little disappointed in this
umsersity." she said. "because it
wasn’t as beautiful as I thought it
would be.
She said she chose a state university because it was cheaper compared to others. hut still maintained
quality education.
The 27 -year-old had pictured a
large. quiet campus with dedicated
students. In her view, everything at
SJSU was the opposite.
"Most undergraduates don’t study
very hard," she observed.
Language is another iif 1.1- i
lin’s misgivings. She speaks English
well, hut said she has trouble understanding dialects. And her classes
don’t make it any easier
’My classmates are friendly.
They try to hear me.’’ she explaine.d.
But in class "we just learn how to

Connect Singh Naroola. Degree
goal: master’s in scienceengineering. Home countr: India.
Naroola arrised at SJSU in January. So far, little has disappointed
him.
"I have had no problems. I’s,:
been on my 11W11 since the day I zoi
here,- he said
Naroola. 21. said he chose SJSU
because it’s inexpensive and the
weather is ’’fantastic.’’
He said that along with the
courses he needs, SJSU pan ides
each student with an adviser a
service not Mund in Indian universities.
Namola finds his classmates
friendly and helpful and he dc
scribes the women on campus as
’great -looking. ’’ Downtown San
Jose. however, doesn’t fit these descriptions for him.
At night, he said. "It’s a little
scars.’’ Along with the other rest
dents at the International Center, he
has been told that downtown is dan-

Singapore natives Nicholas Chan, left, and Chew Wong play fooshall at the International Center

Text
by
Vic Vogler
Photos
by
endra Luck

Monday through Friday, 8:00 am to 10:00 am
When:
Where:
Student Health Service, SJSU
For more information: 924-6110

There have been a few cases of measles
reported at UC Berkeley. Student health
Service would like to prevent an outbreak
at SJSU.

Health

Careers at
Advanced Micro Devices
Set your career into motion at AMD. We’re large enough to challenge for worldwide leadership in the
semiconductor industry, innovative enough to set new standards in integrated circuit technology -like
our 32-bit AM29000, the world’s most powerful monolithic microprocessor. And most of all, we’re
smart enough to encourage our people to put their talents into action.

Organized for excellence

DON’T GET THE BERKELEY MEASLES!
Get Vaccinated FREE!

Student

The Action Option

Service

At AMD, you’ll be working within business units designed to encourage entrepreneurship as well as
teamwork. You’ll find support for your best ideas, and it won’t take long for your ability to be noticed.
You’ll be making contributions in a results -oriented environment where excellence is respected and
rewarded.

Looking for the best
So if you’re already committed to excellence and determined to make things happen in your career, we
invite you to explore our current career or co-op opportunities. We’re looking for graduates with BS,
MS, or PhD degrees in fields such as Electrical Engineering, Computer Science, Chemical Engineering, Computer Engineering, Materials Engineering and Solid State Physics. There will also be positions available for MBA’s with technical or non -technical undergraduate degrees.
These positions are located in centers of important activity. We’re headquartered in Sunnyvale,
California, the heart of Silicon Valley, conveniently located near the cultural and natural wonders of
the San Francisco Bay Area. In addition, we maintain facilities in Austin and San Antonio, Texas, an
expanding corridor of high-tech business that also offers affordable housing and great recreational
and educational resources.

On Campus Interviews

March 10

Advanced
Micro
Devices
One great company

To find out more about how to put your talents into action at
AMD, check with your Placement Office, or send your resume
directly to University Recruiting, Advanced Micro Devices,
MS -57, 901 Thompson Place, P.O. Box 3453, Sunnyvale, CA
94088. For further details, call TOLL FREE (800) 538-8450
x 2799, or call directly (408) 749-2799. An equal opportunity
employer.
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Tax tattletails go unrewarded
NEW YORK (AP) - This is a
deal you might want to consider, and
one that you might want to reconsider after learning the facts.
This is the deal:
Under Section 7623, the Internal
Revenue Service can pay tipsters
who provide information that leads
to detection and punishment of tax
violators.
You know your neighbor is cheating; you consider turning him in.
"Why not?" you ask yourself. ’1
have to pay, and most of the people I
know have to pay. And what my
neighbor doesn’t pay means higher
payments for honest taxpayers."
Besides, you might add, the extra
money can help in paying what you
owe.
On investigating further, you
learn that 7.853 claims for rewards
were filed in 1986, and that Uncle
Sam recovered $258,372,880 in
taxes as a result of the program.
That’s big money: you’d like a share
of it.
Spurred by the possibility, you
continue your research.
You learn that if you provide specific and responsible information
that prompts an investigation and
aids the IRS in determining the
amount of taxes due, you are entitled
to 10 percent of the first $75,000 recovered.
You may be entitled to 5 percent
of the first $75,000 if your informa-

tipsters. And on average they didn’t
get very much.
The total of all rewards was $1,307.000. meaning an average payout
of $1.600. In other words and numbers, the percentage of reward to
taxes collected came to less than
one-half of 1 percent. a decidedly
small finder’s fee.
"The IRS is the real winner in the
tipster program," says Bob Doyle.
speaking for associates FAI Graves
and Jim Ivers. who researched this
data for clients of their newsletter.
"On The Money."
The three men aren’t just editors.
All are authorities on financial matters - Doyle on investments and tax
shelters. Graves on insurance, Ivers
on taxes and financial planning -and all are professors at American
College in Bryn Mawr, Pa.
It might be added that American
College is where many of the nation’s financial advisers, such as
Chartered Life Underwriters and
Chartered Financial Consultants, are
trained.
It is from that vantage point that
they declare the IRS rather than the
taxpayer to be the real winner.
They observe that while the total
collected in 1986 was more than 2(1
times the amount obtained in 1982,
the percentage of reward to taxes
collected was the lowest.
One more item: The IRS classifies
the rewards as taxable income.

The Internal
Revenue Service can
pay tipsters who
provide information
that leads to
detection and
punishment of tax

violators.
tion leads to the recovery of taxes
but is considered of value only in determining the amount due, rather
than being the cause of the investigation.
And you learn, finally, that if your
tip brings about an investigation but
is of no value in determining the tax
due, you may be eligible for I percent of the first $75,000.
The rewards don’t end with the
first $75,000, but the percentages
change. However, your information
must be, as the IRS states, "specific
and responsible."
But as you dig into the details you
may begin to have doubts. You learn
that of the 7.853 claims filed in
1986, only 820 resulted in payoffs to
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Angelo Lopez

Dumbar Pig and Friends
(I KNOW -THIS
(EVERYONE H7:1,i71
THEIR SUPERSTITIONS.
PRETTY STUPID,
LIKE ME, I ALWAYS
ANTOINETTE, BUT
MY LUCKY
I’M GONNA CONTINUE WEAR
BRACELET FOR ANY
THE CHAIN LETTER,
TESTS

I PASSED HIGH
SCHOOL WITH A,
3.3 GP A AND I’M
DOiNG WELL IN
STATE.

I SHOULD
BUY HER A BRACELET
FOR HER DRIVING

Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS
FREE PREGNANCY TEST and compassionate counseling
.. 732 -FREE

Sunny-

at affordable prices Call Mart Ellie" Washington National insur
once. (408) 943-9190 to,. no obligation quote
DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now’ Save your teeth eyes
and money too For Information
and brochure sae AS office or

STUDENT

C811(409) 371-61111
TENORS.

BARATONES & BASSES’
Sunnyvale Singers, a mixed pas
torments choir. needs you We
Wednesday

nights.

733-

2877
WE DON T HAVE THE ANSWERS, but
that .06 We ere church cornmunity that yak.. the Individual
search for ones own truth The
FIRST

UNITARIAN

CHURCH of

San Jose otters creative sertkes.
stimulating dlecuselon & opportunities for social action We are
located al 160 N 3r0 Si Join u
Sundays al 11.00 or call 292-3856

AUTOMOTIVE
’79 SUZUKI 850. Mall. very nke sport
fairing, bags, he. tune. 8900
277-8716 Jeff reel tree"
79 MUSTANG II V-6, 4 -speed

runt

May need wort 5500 bo 262-6671
after Op
73 SUPERBUG

auto stick -35K M 00
1.611 eng AM FM case, in good
Cendilion, Asking $1800 p.a.

NM 973-9257 & leave message
’70 BLACK RIVERA loaded good con.
WU., $900 oft. Call 1415i 0974250 evening.

COMPUTERS
PC-COM PC -CON PC -00141"" IS MAT XT compatibles and sec.sod.

One block from campus

404 S 3rd St o2 Call 2991606
1por-ial 6.4 off for SJSU with 10

FOR SALE
IKE BREAD & ROSES BOOKSHOP is
a unique bookstore spectillAng
in books on history
current
events. labor

Black Americans.

Chicanos

slan-Americans
Written by
Mer atom
Blacks Chic/mos Aldan* labor
ectiviste Marxists We also have
In English Soviet texts in the so.
vial sciences You wont find our
women.

posters and records in
other stores in he valley in addition we have fiction end chit
books

dr. S books Located at 950 S
First St . San Jose (3 bibs south of
200) Call 294-293010. hours

HELP WANTED
ADVERTISING

OR

BUSINESS

sion

9-5PM,

for

MA-

Very high comm.

Cell 9844235

ARE YOU SICK & tired of getting pied
& having to welt two more w.fs
to see the sun again, Food industry giving you heartburn, We believe that tie right to party is let
amendment material Pick your
own hours For those overworked
brain cells we v.901 plenty of col
front SJSU
fee We are 5 mm
Find out now easy II is lo sell

be SJSU student. $4 hr
SENEFITS THEY DON’? come any
better then what we offer at the
SJSU TOP’ Learn communics.
enjoy flexible hours
good location and
great pay
more. Call Mitch 024-1125

hr.

no exp nee Full part time

CAREER OPPORTUNITY wtth 3rd
lergest insurance company We
need rentable. stable people inter.
*et. in owning theft own bead noes We provide sales & men.
guar..ed
agement training
income when qualified Call David
Zechiar or
4663

Dick Adams et 377

Advancement opportuni.

scheduling. close to campus 8
other benefit. Your friends prob-

DELIVERY PERSONS for PIZZA dells
ery Good pay 16 hr
Flex
hour.. PT FT days nights Need
own car insurance. DNS print

ably wort here! Apply In person
Mon -Fri 238.330 PM, 51 N San
Pedro. downtown San Jose

out Call 286-7444 NOW HIRING"
DINNER SHIFT WAITRESS pad time at
Minato Japanese Rest San Jose
Japentown Call M.99199711
DRIVERS

- WEEKNIGHTS or SAT
only You need
valid license,
your own ear and Pour.. OMV
printout is unimportant Four Sat

positions open. two for weekdays Call Mr Miles at 29196838
EARN 550-6100 DAY marteling Credit
cards to students on campus. FT
or PT Call 1-800-932-0528
SS63F000SEFIVERS. COOKS, HOSTESS. CASMEPS. and busboys
Marie
Callender,
is
always
looking for now
enthuskeelle
workers to pin Our learn Apply at
2031 Meridian Ave. or call 26571 30 for appoirnmen1
GET POLITICALLY ACTIVE and paid
Circulate petitions for CAL -OSHA
and educational funding PT and
flea hr. Call 947-8091
GRAPHIC ARTISTS needed tor freelance work Must hevesome xpederma wtth [Melon layout pasteup etc Call Linda at 984-6235
HEAD COACH

FOR weetaide area
swim team April-July Salary negotiable Cell 379-5561 to. info

HOME MANAGER Group Hone Man.
agar for community -based reel.
dentel program for young adults
with eutiern 4 related developmentai dloabillti. home to be
located in the San Jose area & to
open in April BA in Human Serv
ices or related field & previous
e xper in the held of developmen-

tes Call Ernie Plt only at 999
4526

TRAINING SPECIALIST Direct care
staff needed tor reoldentlal facilities for adolesceoto and young
adult with autism I related ells&
bllites FT PT positions available
at.
early weekday mornings
ternoons weekends. & overnight
shifts $6-17 25 hr Call for sp.,
cations & Information 374-6224
VARIAN IMAGE TUBE DIVISION has
lull time openings leo outomated
VAC EOPMT OPRS on swing
a11111. graveyard 11 weekend short
(F S,S.M) 9AM to 130 PM) Physic,, electronic or niKhanICal
orientation and US citizen required Cali 415-493-1800. rixt
445
WANTED

FLOWER
DELIVERY
DRIVER 55 per hour For info calf
City Cantor Florist at 295-4321
and .94 101 John or Janet

YOUNGSTERS
FOR
AMERICA’
Unique opportunity ler highly motivated professional (M
tndtvid.
ual looking for high wain management

position

KAY JEWELERS in EASTRIDGE has
paritime openings Good cued .ca for busInees maws. Peel
hourly
commission Flexible
hours ECU call 274-9247
PART-TIME CHILDCARE PCS/110AS
smile.* immediately 55-26 hr
Northern California Nannies 14151
949-2933
PART -TINE, FULL TIME JOBS avail
...Never fee Call BEST Tern
permry Service. 994.1340 for deTypists.
secretaries
r.eptioniste,
laborers
flee

clefts
PART TIME JOBS. Start else TOP’
Acquire and apply communic
non shills negotiation skills Pekl
training Evening hours IS base
& bonus.

3 blocks from cam
pus 924-1129
RECEPTIONIST

Perm PT most be
e actoll.1 on phones PC ap helpful Send resume to M Massa
14103 CI Winchester Blvd Los

Gatos. 95030
RED EYE is looking for sesistant managers full lime & pert time In our
local stores

Interested

SECURITY

OFFICERS PROCESS
SERVERS" FT PT eacurity offi
cers- ell shifts FT PT evenIng
process servers We will train
Apply in person Non -Fri 9AM.
4PM 260 Meridian Ave
OlOS692iS

SECURITY RECEPTION mil shift* ft pl
55-56 hr lo start Full benefits no
e xperience needed Apply VANGUARD SECURITY 3212 Scott
Blvd between Oleoft & Sen Tomoo Santa Clare Call 727-9793
SHIPPING RECEIVING CLERK open
ing al Varian image Tube DIvIsion
Require. 2 yrs ...once in
stores

ship rec or !Nun, plus
ebillty to ilft 50 lie fort lift mien
cote and California driver a lIce,.. Mule be U S edit.
415-493-1900..1 445

Cell

SUBSTITUTE TEACHERS NEEDED.
SJSU children center. super-ol
.Ion of chitin. 2-’r’ flex hre ,
call Debbie el 293-2294
TEACHER OF RECRE A TTON NEEDED
for a full floe position at local
preschool Hrs 24PM weekdays
Pays IS hr , 6 untie of ECE re-

for

non-profit

organication

Selary neg person
rnust possess excellent skins In
COmmuniCetione marketing, pro
motion sales reseerch analysis
wryer-tieing etc & generally be
well organic. &
qualified
Nader You would be working
with Miele of all lag. Physical ed.
ucetion knowiedge big plus but
not n.essary Pease contact at
294-7567 bentreert 1-30M 111-F or
send resume & brief history to
Youngsters for America. 312
3rd St Si 95112 irnmed open.
ing or right person

HOUSING

.I disablifteti Salary rang* SI 7
00010 521.000 Call 374-6224

lion skins

111111115LE MACHINE CAR WASH. 1090
flaratoga-Sunnyvele Rd Contact
Mend’ Siadat at 996-2592 Flex

Walking

given preference Call Joe Harris
al 379-8710.

ability non-smokers
call .1 446-5636

SABYSITTER NEEDED %OWE 10AMJ
PM Call 924-5610 946-3999 Most

SALES"

distance to campus Comfortable
surroundings Choose your own
hour.

244-8907, extenlon 401
BARE IT ALL’ Stop shoving, visaing.

now hiring part-time weitpeople
for
lunch posilion
Flealble

dinner card We also hart fundraising positions open Forget

Call now for an Interview et 200-

TELEMARKETING

Call

Rag

THE OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY is

We’ll wort around
school schedules but must have 2
weak opening even
mornings

6938

Come play with us

286-0883 a. for
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State poll has Press still trailing

Senate
t Si

fkl,ke

supplies. the Contras ’can stay in
the field and ()fixer North and those
guys can send them the guns:* he
said
The only form of aid he would
support. he said, would he relocation
aid, which is allowed under Costa
Rican President Arias’ peace plan.
Relocation aid means to move
the Contras hack to Miami where
the came from.’ Press said.
Press. who has Ira) eled extensisel in Central America, attracted
media attention in January when he
negotiated with Sandinista officials
for the release of a U.S. citizen
whose plane was shot down over Nicaragua. James Denby, of St. tom,
was so.spected of transporting supplies to the Contras, hut said he sirnci lost in a mom,
he,. also sitessed the importance
ot impros mg education and said
the tederal government isn’t pro ding the support Cali tiornia schools
need " The state. which has fallen
irom first to 48th in the nation, is
estra underprivileged because ot
Go) George Deukmejian’s school
budget cuts. Press said.
.1 former high school ethics teachei . Press said he thinks teachers’
salaries need to he raised.

Return from Nicaragua with pilot doesn’t help senate bid
SAN FRANCISCO (API
A new California Poll
shows Democrat Bill Press’s headline grabbing return
from Nicaragua with an imprisoned American pilot
failed to help his bid for the U.S. Senate seat held by Republican Pete Wilson.
The independent survey also shows the race between
Wilson and Lt. Gov, Leo McCarthy. consdidered the
main contender for the Democratic nomination, is dead
in the water, with essentially the same percentage of voters preferring each of the two politicians since last surveyed.

Matthew E Durham Daly stall photographer
Bill l’...... a candidate for the U.S. Senate, speaks with Leslie Edestien,
who is working on his campaign, In SJSU’s Student Union.
"I loved teaching." he said. "But
motimaking $600 per month
vating.’’
A woman in the audience asked
Press what sort of tax increases he
would support to pay for expanded
education programs.
’ ’1 will support no general tax increases
Press replied. Instead, he
said. lie would (astir "closing the

corporate loopholes and the privileges for the very wealthy."
Press also thinks the United States
should release itself from its postWorld War II promise to defend the
economies of Japan and West Germany’.
"We’ve been good guys for 43
years." he said. "We’re still paying
their hills and they’re out -producing

Funding: Clubs can’t receive money
pace /
/haw increased as well. We have 10
P’ !, gotst liii iney to get good quality
peiipte
K intscher said.
Students are opposed to additional
student money going to A.S.
Ferenc,: INinnell. a senior majoring m film. doesn’t believe the students would benefit if the A.S. received any more money.
I think A. S. should try to get the
students more involved in the extracurricular activities we already
have." Donnell said.
’I would he opposed to any lee
increase.’ he added.
thin 1.emons and Amber Brown,
seniors majoring in radio-television.
rttree w MI Donnell

"What else do we need on campus for student services’r Brown
asked.
"I think we have enough services.’ lemons said. "We have
enough fees already
Lewis is also) opposed to increasing student lees and asserts that the
A.S. is making attempts to pursue
other areas to increase res
"I totally disagiee a th a fee increase ol any sort s11 the A.S. is
looking at s-realise Ii naming to accomodate future needs... she said.
Jean I _enart. A .S business director. agrees with Ans
"A lee increase or students
would he .1 mistake .’’ she said.
S. should encourage

more organizations to pursue funding on their own,’’ Lenart added.
According to Lenart, to increase
funding for one organization or to allocate money for a new organization
would involve making cuts elsewhere in the budget
’The money just isn’t there. Lenart said.
The A.S. is trying to establish
other income sources including investments, hut the process is slow.
"We do have funds in investments hut we just don’t have that
much money to invest. Lenart said.
A.S. President Michael McLennan and Vice President Terry McCarthy could not he reached for
comment.

Ethnic

He said that the day university :al
thorities place ethnic studies on par
with other cultures, that will he the
time to expand minority ethnic studies to a degree level.

that the study of minority groups still
has a role to play.

Dieppa observed that many ethnic
programs are still on the periphery of
mem both at the graduate and underthe university curriculum throughout
graduate levels. Such minority stuHe explained that ethnic studies the nation hut was quick to recomdents usually question their role or programs came about as a result of mend that it he brought into the
function in society . he said, if they the civil rights movement. The ob- mainstream of other academic discishould select ethnic studies as a field jective was to serve as part of the so- plines.
of interest.
lution to minority and racial probHe attributed pan of the problem lems that festered the nation in the
He cited the efforts to internationto university authorities "who have 1960s, he said.
alize the curriculum on campus as
neser perceived ethnic studies as
the starting point, suggesting that
part of the general curriculum** to he
But he pointed out that civil rights sonic courses in ethnic studies could
studied in the same way as the pre- issues are no longer of significant he included in general education redominant Western culture.
importance in society despite the fact quirements.
I I OM page

Speaker
1 HOW 1410’ I
1.0%12101A . who has a degree in
diemistry and doctorates in biophysics and medicine, invents anything
his brain can conceive of, ranging
horn a detector for measuring fluorocarbons in the atmosphere to a
method or freezing hull sperm.
In the 1960%, Lovelock worked as
a consultant for NASA and suggested using an electron capture detector to determine whether there
a as life on Mars,
Describing himself as a "scientist
01 the
and hermit.’ I AIVCII kk
opinion that "security stifles create.
reason
this
l’or
said.
Mackay
he has been during nothing hut free
lance wirk for the past 20 years.
"He Ilses hy his wits." Mackay
said "The fact that he’s probably 11
genius helps."
As evidence for the Gaia Hypoth
est.. Lovelock points out that the sun
was 25 jlercent less bright 4.5 billion
cars ago.It tho temperature hack

then was acceptable to living things,
plants, animals and humans should
have been boiled to extinction as the
sun increased its capacity.
But as life developed, plants drew
carbon dioxide loom the atmosphere
for use in photos y nthesis. Organisms. by breathing. returned some
of the gas to the atmosphere. However. less was returned than extracted. reducing the overall level of
carbon dioxide and compensating
the sun’s higher output. Carbon dioxide acts as an insulator preventing
heat from dissipating from the

earth’s surface.
Lovelock’s theories are "shak Inc
up the whole earth science color ...
nit)." Mackay said. Many scieniiidiscard the Gioia hypothesis. saying
’it doesn’t sound like science.**
Some want to know why Mother
Earth didn’t regulate the carbon -dioxide les el to as oid the ice ages.

It)merry
maids
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MU improved its rate from 43
percent. which placed it ninth in the
CSU system, in a similar study done
from 1973-80.
Six hundred of 1.000 University
of California students tracked graduated in five years, while 260 ol
1.0a) CSU students graduated in the
same time frame.
Four hundred of 1.000 black UC
students graduated. compared to 140
black CSU students. Of 1.(XX) Hi
panic UC students 420 graduated.
compared to 120 of 1,000 Hispanic
CSU students.
Boothe said 55 percent of the CS t ’
system’s black and Hispanic students come from Los Angeles
County . causing the task force to
question the relation between that
county’s high schools and the low
scores of the two groups.
Asians have the highest success
rate of any ethnic group in the CSU
system. with 57 percent either graduating or still enrolled after five
years.
Next come Filipinos at 52 percent,
white non -Hispanics at 50 percent.
Pacific Islanders at 44 percent. Mexican -Americans at 42 percent,
American Indians at 40 percent and
blacks at 39 percent. Garcia said.
At Wednesday’s A.S. board meeting, Dan Buerger. executive assistant to President Gail Fullerton, told
Boothe that SJSU’s success was
"typical for the country
"It’s bad," Buerger said, "but
it’s typical."
But according to Garcia. one in,

terpretation of his study is "during
the mid -1970s and early 1980s, the
overall CSU graduation rate for firsttime freshmen was about 150 to 1,
1.000. less than the overall national
rate."
The goal of the Chancellor’s Office is to graduate 6(1 percent of all
students by the year 2043.
"What we really need is a public
hearing." Boothe said. "We need to
give students a chance to testify to
the A.S. about what kind of problems they’re having. That probably
means pushing the A.S. and me to)
get that moving."

Mother serves
son’s detention
A
SARATOGA. Calif. (AP)
mother spent four hours in detention
so her son wouldn’t he punished
after she failed to call school authorities to) confirm he really had come
home froin class with the flu.
Stella Sahlan reported to Cupertino) High School at 8:30 a.m. Monday. and was sent to the principal’s
office.
Her son. Fred, repeatedly warned
his mother she was supposed to call
school authorities within 48 hours
after he came home sick on Feb. 18.
Stella. a 37 -year-old corporate manager, said she kept forgetting.
"It was my fault." she said. "I
didn’t call. For Freddie to servie detention was just wrong.
"If we want the kids to respect the
school rules, we’d better make sure
they make sense." she added.

Gun
From page /
would definitely be criminal penalties for merchants caught selling the
hazardous toys.
But merchants would be given adequate time to remove stock before
the ban is imposed. said Hammer.
Joan Gallo, city attorney, advised
the council to wait 45 days before
enacting the han "so we can look
into the legal issues," she said.
The proposal presented by Hammer included the active evaluation of
state Senator David Roberti’s proposed legislation on the manufacturing and sale of toy weapons.
Hammer said she was not familiar
with Lazor-Tag specifically. but that
if it resembles a real weapon. I
hope it wil he banned.
"I can’t imagine anybody with
good common sense that would oppose this." Hammer said.

Daily
From page 1
money hut we don’t do) home delivery or have newsstand sales. he
added.
Rick Thomas. A.S. director of
community affairs and budget committee member, feels the request is
reasonable.
"They only asked for $.50X)
more than last year and due to the increase in printing costs, that seems
fair," Thomas said.
"I haven’t talked to other committee member yet," he said.
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Freshmen

After his visit at SJSU. Lovelock
will attend the American Geophysical Union’s conference in San
Diego. The week-long conference is
entirely’ dedicated to the Gaia Hypothesis

Join the professional team,
Housecleaners earn
$100-$150 Per week.
Would you like to work
part-time M -F starting
at 8 30am with
weekends and evenings oP
You must have a car, but
we will pay your mileagr.
We’ll even train youl
Call between 10am and 4pr

Wilson, a freshman senator from San Diego. garnered 414 percent to 41 percent for McCarthy.
The gap between them narrowed slightly from the 9
percentage point -difference in November’s California
Poll. hut the difference is statistically insignificant because the margin of error is plus or minus 5.2 percentage
points. In November. Wilson had 47 percent. McCarthy
38 percent.
Polling occurred before Wilson and McCarthy
started their current TV commercials, hut after Press. a

Los Angeles TV commentator, attracted headlines by
obtaining the release of James Jordan Denby of Illinois
from the leftist government of Nicaragua. Denby was
imprisoned for allegedly trying to) aid Contra rebels.
"This is had news for Pete Wilson," claimed McCarthy’s manager, Darry Sragow. "It means that even
though he’s an incumbent, he cannot play purely defense. People don’t really know who) he is. The jury is
still out on Pete Wilson, It’s still out on Leo) McCarthy.
too. The field between them, frankly, is surprisingly
even."
McCarthy’s backers said the poll showed Press will
not be a viable candidate.
Among California Democrats, McCarthy was favored by 68 percent to Press’s 8 percent. Twenty-four
percent were undecided. In November, McCarthy had 70
percent to Press’s 11 percent.
"I think Press was counting on (Denby’s release) to
breathe life into) his otherwise morbid campaign," said
Sragow. "Obviously that didn’t happen."
Otto Bos. Wilson’s campaign manager, said the senator’s showing is typical of first -term legislators.
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